Highest energy neutrino events (contained) in cubic km ICECUBE detector resulted in last three years to be as many as 37 − 2 = 35 signals (two of those having been recently discharged); these tens-hundred TeV (32 energetic events) up to rarest (only 3) PeV cascade showers, proved to have an extraterrestrial origin. Their flux exceeded, indeed, the expected atmospheric noise and clearly favored and tested the birth of a long waited ν astronomy. The UHE neutrino flavor transition from a ν µ atmospheric dominance (over ν e showers at TeV energy), toward a higher energy shower cascade (ν e , ν τ ) events at few tens TeV up to PeV energy is a hint of such a fast extraterrestrial injection. The majority (28 out of 35) of all these events are spherical cascade showers and their exact timing in shower shining provided an approximate ν arrival direction, within about ±10
Neutrino Astronomy in ICECUBE
The presence of Cosmic Rays, CR, their sources and their acceleration is presently an open problem in highenergy astrophysics. Cosmic rays are able to be accelerated because CR are charged particles. Unfortunately for the same reason CR charges suffer of relic (large scale) galactic and extragalactic magnetic field bending. Such a random walk in the magnetic field forest make smooth and homogeneous their arrival direction. Incidentally the same presence of such large scale magnetic fields test the absence in CR of any detectable magnetic monopole particle trace, the so called Parker bound; we know of such far magnetic fields presence by arXiv:1404.5914v4 [astro-ph.HE] 9 Sep 2014 the consequent Faraday rotation of far polarized radiosources. Therefore CR are smeared and do not offer any CR astronomy. The rarest Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays, UHECR, above tens EeV, were expected to be less bent and to correlate with their nearby (Super-Galactic) sources because of their rigidity and straight directionality. This hope rose few years ago and it faded quite soon. No super-galactic imprint in UHECR maps has been found yet. Indeed, an additional variable generate confusion and smearing: the UHECR composition has been observed as heavy nuclei (AUGER) or light nuclei or protons (Hires-TA). Therefore CR are smeared. For a comparable reason the smeared CR while hitting the Earth atmosphere mimic the mess by producing a diffused rain of secondaries pions π ± , kaons K ± and muons µ ± , whose final traces in underground detectors are also smeared neutrinos: the so called atmospheric neutrinos. Therefore any eventual neutrino astronomy is drowned in such a smooth sea of atmospheric neutrino noise. Neutrinos have their own identities, or flavors: they do not behave at same way. In effect, the slow decay of muons respect to the π ± one or the K ± one, makes above few tens-hundred GeV the atmospheric ν e flux more rare respect to the ν µ flux nearly by an order of magnitude. This implies a muon-rich signal at TeVs (long track traces) respect to rarer ν e showers observed in Deep Core inside ICECUBE as small cascade showers. Therefore as soon as ICECUBE highest energy events have shown ruling cascades (mostly originated by ν e or ν τ charged current, CC, interaction), then the atmospheric neutrino flux [10] [6], has been overcome by a new neutrino sky, mostly of extraterrestrial and astrophysical nature.
Originally the ICECUBE attention was for the search of UHE neutrinos at EeV GZK cosmological edges [20] , but recent results are at lower PeV energy windows. Tau EeV neutrinos ν τ ,ν τ might hit the Earth, produce and EeV τ lepton whose escape and decay in flight becoming observable (and searchable) as an horizontal fluorescence τ airshower [8] ; this probable event has not been observed yet [2] . Neutrino oscillation [15] and mixing [14] from far galactic or extragalactic distance may overshadow most atmospheric neutrino flavor composition ruled by a final flavor ratio at TeV: (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ) ÷ 1 10 , 1, 0 , into a more "democratic" flavor composition above 30 TeV, as the observed one, approximately of (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ) ÷ (1, 1, 1), also assuming the mild additional presence of neutral current cascades [17] , [4] . These signals might be born by a huge AGN flaring jets or by more abundant GRB precessing jets in competition with more conventional SNRs-microjets sources possibly origin of CR at lower (PeVs) energy edge. These extra-terrestrial events may be both of galactic and extragalactic nature.
The CR and UHECR neutral parasite secondaries, γ, X, radio synchrotron signals suggest the AGN, BL Lac hypothesis for UHE ν. The one-shoot GRB model is not well correlated up to our days with any observed UHE neutrino in ICECUBE. Some rare precursor event a few hour before the γ burst might be correlated, but they call for a long life precessing gamma jet model [7] often ignored respect to the (still) popular one shoot fireball model. More common AGN, Galactic Cluster, star forming clusters or extragalactic IR sources are the possible birth place of UHE neutrinos. Therefore we need a better view of the CR and possibly their related inner probe made by UHE neutrinos.
UHECR were expected to produce (by scattering on BBR photons) an observable rate of photo-pions and EeV neutrino (the cosmogenic neutrinos). This scattering on relic photons lead to an opacity, the so-called GZK cut off in UHECR spectra, that is still experimentally unsettled because it might be in debt also of an intrinsic acceleration limit and/or to a changing mass composition role. Therefore the PeV neutrinos are not clearly related to such GZK EeV UHECR. [4] . These UHECR cut off in GZK opacity, [20] , the consequent cosmo-genic neutrinos are possibly better observable soon as Tau airshower [8] at EeV (also so called EarthSkimming neutrinos [9] ) in AUGER [8] , [3] , HIRES, TA or ASHRA array telescopes; such a Tau airshower signal has not been yet revealed, although the time seem already mature, at least in ASHRA [1] experiment tuned to PeV energies. The Tau airshower astronomy is a secondary tail of the [19] Double Bang proposal, that might be observable also in ICECUBE by ellipsoidal or separate PeVs future events.
However, in conclusion, the severe γ BBR opacity to photons above galactic distances at PeV (10 kpc), suggest PeV neutrino of extragalactic origin. Let us remind that the recent ICECUBE spectrum near PeV is tailed and cut [4] to avoid any (enhanced and also expected) resonantν e + e → W − event at 6.3 PeV [18] . Therefore the novel extraterrestrial signal at PeV [5] and below is fine-tuned to be suppressed at higher energies. As we mentioned in the introduction the contained events are mostly cascade showers whose angular resolution is poor: thus, any correlation with sources or other mass distribution become difficult. The absence of high angular resolution for cascades and the rareness (7) of contained ν µ events makes the ability to radically improve such contained UHE neutrino astronomy critical.
Contained versus crossing muons at tens TeVsPeV
The high energy muon µ ,μ are the most penetrating muons (up to EeV energy where τ ,τ become the winning leptons) and they may be originated well outside the same ICECUBE volume. Their larger size detection simply amplify the ν µ neutrino volume and their presence: the energy losses of the muons is (within TeVsPeVs energy) reasonable foreseen, growing proportionally to the muon energy, therefore linking their emission photon number to their energy and its µ length to the logarithmic energy growth; these distances are leading to a larger volume and a wider rate of crossing muon neutrino events. The muon distance in the water or ice may be described [8] within (TeV-PeV) by this simple phenomenological law:
Where L 0 = 2.6 km. These large distances above tens TeV or PeV energy makes the effective detector for UHE ν µ an order of magnitude larger than the other contained flavors (cascade-shower, bounded spherical events). The most recent declination distribution spectra shown in Moriond [12] for the recent 37 ICECUBE events is allowing us to extrapolate the expected crossing TeV muon number at each declination by simple approximations (based on geometry and muon lenght). The volume and the rate is proportional to the allowed muon track distance outside the ICECUBE detector. The Earth distribution around the detector, the Earth opacity, the allowed muon distance in above formula around the 50 TeV energy will cross almost 9 km: one might imagine to multiply simply this number for the observed 8 event reaching 72 expected signals. This first value is quite over-estimated because the geometry is not equally spread around ICECUBE: the mass above the detector is only 2 Km depth. Moreover the observed angular distribution event rate has to been more carefully considered leading to smaller estimate. Rounding (to unity) each zenith width spectra, from downward to upward as in figure, we found as shown in figure below an amplified number of crossing µ events (respectively from downward to upward versus: 3, 3, 5, 7, 8, 8, 7, 6, 4, 3) , for each zenith arrival, for a total of nearly 54 (but a wide error margin below or about 50%). Let us try with present numbers an an early statistical forecast.
Probability to find pairs, triplets in the µ up-going sky
Let us estimate for present (approximated) 54 forecast crossing UHE muons events, each of them occupying a tiny solid angle of area a (for a muon resolution angle θ 1
• ), a The last enhanced approximation takes place because we considered (again as a zero order approximation) at 30 − 50 TeV energy, a partial neutrino opacity to the Earth reducing the whole observable sky from 4π to nearly 3π. Therefore the probability to overlap with any other different neutrino event may be estimated. It is more convenient to first estimate the probability ¬P not to observe any overlapping (doublet, triplet or poker) in the sky; this value being:
This product sequence might be estimated either imagining an average quadratic expression or, in equivalent way, considering first P = e ln P , secondly by making the exponent product sequence as a sum of each ln(1 − jε) term (∀ j = 1 · · · n − 1); because of the tiny value of the upper bound (n·ε ≤ 5.4·10 −3 ) each logarithmic element maybe approximated to ln(1 − jε) jε. In this way the whole exponent sum becomes:
This value assuming our (tentative) estimate of muon crossing in three years is:
Therefore the probability to not find pairs is large, and the consequent probability to observe at least a doublet (or more) is 1 − (¬P) 0.133, being 13% low but not extremely low. The probability to discover at least two pairs could be smaller and we estimated it, once again assuming as a first approach the product of the same probability to observe at once twice of such an event:
To be more correct one may estimate the same probability to observe at least two pairs as certainty (1) minus the probability of no pair (P 0 ) or just one pair (P 1 ). The result (comparable to the previous one) is:
This result in such a first forecast may be also written as follows:
Therefore the finding of two or more pairs may reduce the probability to be a chance (or viceversa it may confirm the ν self-correlation) at a small percent. Three pairs as we may expect reduce this probability at nearly below 0.4%; the same presence of just one triplet may also reduce the probability to be a chances as small as P 3 0.07%. A quadruplet or more multiplets might drive the neutrino astronomy even to a potential test of flavor ratio estimates, a revolution now, beyond to our most optimistic dreams. 
Conclusions and updates
The discover of the highest energy neutrino astronomy require a high resolution probe. Recent 37−2 = 35 ICECUBE highest energetic events are mostly 28 cascade showers with poor arrival angle ±10
• , while 7 muon tracks directions for contained events point to a much narrow angle as ±1
• , but they are rare; therefore muon track solid angle is more than two order of magnitude smaller and sharper by solid angle than cascade ones. The present spread shower signals in ICECUBE maps are not useful to address clearly to any smoking gun sources, nor to test large scale anisotropy. Clustering along a source, possibly along galactic regions (in analogy to the observed Cen-A UHECR multiplet events in AUGER maps or to the ARGO-MILAGRO anisotropy sky at TeVs CR), might favor also the presence of UHECR radioactive decay in flight, bent by magnetic fields [13] , whose decay secondaries could be γ and also TeVs-PeV neutrinos. However the need for sharp neutrino maps is compelling. The abundant muon crossing at highest (tens TeV) tracks, tagged by their huge energy release, are self selected as extraterrestrial and they are a very rich key to discover by a sharp view the highest energy neutrino sky. A rare doublet may be not yet convincing; but two or above doublets and/or rare triplet within the expected 60 events may make the steps into neutrino astronomy. Very recent presentation [11] , see Fig. 2 did show the preliminary crossing muons spectra (but not their map yet) corresponding to upgoing and horizontal crossing muons. Their rate for two years is nearly 40 events, consistent with our recent [16] and here reconfirmed estimate. 
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